
DISH Network Launches Local TV Stations in High
Definition in Nashville Via Satellite; DISH Network
Introduces Nation's Largest Package of HD Channels

ENGLEWOOD, Colo.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Feb. 20, 2006--EchoStar Communications Corporation
(NASDAQ:DISH) and its DISH Network(TM) satellite TV service announced today it will launch local high
definition TV channels via its satellite TV service to customers in Nashville and the surrounding counties. The
following local TV channels will be available: ABC Ch. 2 (WKRN), CBS Ch. 5 (WTVF), NBC Ch. 4 (WSMV) and
FOX Ch. 17 (WZTV). 
 

With the addition of HD locals in Nashville, customers can now watch Desperate Housewives on ABC, CSI
on CBS, American Idol on FOX and the 2006 Winter Olympics on NBC, all in breath-taking high definition.

Customers in Nashville who sign up for any of the new DishHD(TM) packages can take advantage of more
than 1,700 hours of HD programming every week, including their local HD broadcasts. Cable companies,
with a national average of just 10 HD channels, cannot come close to the robust lineup of DishHD. As an
added bonus, new customers who sign up for DishHD through a local RadioShack retailer before Feb. 28, are
eligible for next-day installation.

With up to four different programming packages to choose from, DishHD customers can find an option that
best fits their viewing needs. For as little as $49.99 a month, customers can access the entire DishHD lineup
and get more than 70 all-digital standard definition channels and more than 23 high definition channels.
Customers can add local channels in both high definition and standard definition for just $5 a month.

DISH Network is expanding its HD channel lineup in 2006 by adding five new original VOOM HD channels --
bringing the total VOOM channels to 15 -- as well as other new HD networks including ESPN2 HD and
Universal HD. In addition, DISH Network will launch high definition local channels through its satellite service
in 2006 and will reach more than 50 percent of U.S. TV households with local HD channels by year end.

To make this possible, DISH Network will begin transmitting newly added HD channels in MPEG4, a signal
compression standard developed by MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group). MPEG4 allows DISH Network to
maximize the bandwidth available on its satellites and offer the most robust lineup of HD channels in the
nation.

DISH Network also introduced a new series of satellite receivers that combine MPEG4 and MPEG2 signal
capability. The cutting-edge ViP Series combines state-of-the-art imaging technology with life-like Dolby(R)
Digital 5.1 surround sound for the best picture and sound quality available. Existing customers with MPEG2
equipment, such as the DISH Player DVR 942, will continue to receive all their current content and will need
to upgrade to a ViP Series receiver to receive the new HD channels. DISH Network will offer a convenient
upgrade package for existing customers who want to expand their HD lineup to include the new channels.

The ViP211(TM) HD satellite receiver, the first model in the ViP series that supports both MPEG4 and MPEG2,
is available through DISH Network for only $49.99 for new lease customers.

Consumers can call 1-800-333-DISH (3474) or visit www.DISHNetwork.com for more information about
DishHD and DISH Network.

For downloadable, print quality images of DISH Network equipment, installations or the DISH Network logo,
visit www.dishnetwork.com/press.
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EchoStar Communications Corporation (NASDAQ:DISH) serves more than 12 million satellite TV customers
through its DISH Network(TM), the fastest growing U.S. provider of advanced digital television services in the
last five years. DISH Network offers hundreds of video and audio channels, Interactive TV, HDTV, sports and
international programming, together with professional installation and 24-hour customer service. Visit
EchoStar's DISH Network at www.dishnetwork.com or call 1-800-333-DISH (3474).
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